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Synopsis
Device sizes are decreasing at a rapid pace in quest of higher speed and cost
reduction. With present fabrication technology, it is possible to manipulate
matter to the lengths of few nanometers. It is known both, experimentally
and theoretically, that device properties exhibit size dependence. It is there-
fore important to develop predictive models of size dependence of properties
for design of nanoscale devices to obtain desired properties.
This thesis aims at investigating size dependence of properties of nanos-
tructures from the point of view of a general scaling theory that smoothly
connects properties of the bulk to that of nanostructures. Two different ex-
amples of a “static” and a “dynamic” property are considered in this study.
The first example studied is of size dependence of coefficient of thermal
expansion (CTE) which a static property of nanostructures. The CTE of
nanobars and nanoslabs is studied using equilibrium molecular dynamics
and dynamical matrix formulation in an electrically insulating medium. In a
nanobar, the width of cross-section is the relevant length scale, while thick-
ness is the scale in case of a nanoslab. It is found that the fractional change
in CTE from the bulk value scales inversely with the size of the nanostruc-
tures. The intrinsic length scale in the problem is the ratio of surface CTE
and bulk CTE; and this property allows a simple description in terms of a
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scaling theory.
A transport property is considered as the second example. We have stud-
ied electron transport in carbon nanotube field effect transistors (CNTFETs)
using Landauer formalism. A CNTFET involves transport through a 1-d bal-
listic carbon nanotube channel with Schottky barriers (SB) at contacts which
determines the transport characteristics. Variation of characteristics with a
control parameter, thus, depends on how the parameter affects the SB at con-
tacts. The CNT is modeled as a 1-d semiconductor having only two bands
separated by an energy gap which depends inversely on tube diameter. After
the contact is made, charge transfer between CNT and metal ensues, which
gives rise to a potential along the channel length. This potential is calculated
by solving Poisson equation on a finite difference grid. The electron trans-
mission across the barriers is calculated using WKB approximation. Current
and conductance are calculated using Landauer-Bu¨ttiker formula. Diame-
ter dependence of properties like, conductance, threshold voltage, VON ,etc.
is calculated. It is found that there is no simple scaling for a property for
small values of diameter. The scaling form is, however, found to be valid
for larger diameters. Also, other calculated device characteristics are in close
agreement with experiments.
This model presented in this thesis is the first detailed study illustrating the
applicability of the scaling approach to the properties of nanostructures. The
static properties show scaling behavior, while “dynamic” properties derived
from electronic response do not.
